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stratification-based methods have in common is that they all can be viewed as an

attempt to mimic the situation of a RCT.

15.3 Directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) and graphical models
15.3.1 Introduction
Directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) are often used to provide a graphical representation

of the conditional independencies or causal relationships between random vari-

ables. Graphical models are probabilistic models where a graph (not necessarily

directed and acyclic) represents such conditional independence relationships.

Graphical modeling is a huge field in statistics, including wide classes of models

such as Bayesian networks and Markov networks (Lauritzen, 1996). Much of the

theory around graphical models in causality is attributable to the work of Judea

Pearl, as presented in Pearl (2009). Most of these models are based on DAGs.

Statements in the counterfactual or potential outcome framework discussed in

Section 15.2 can often be represented concisely using Pearl’s framework based on

graphical models, and Pearl has showed that many fundamental concepts in the

two different frameworks are equivalent.

DAGs serve as a powerful tool when looking at causal systems, and come with

strategies for how to estimate effects within them. They are helpful for under-

standing key concepts such as confounding and selection bias, and in the process of

selecting the variables to include in statistical models.

The aim of this section is to give an introduction to the use of DAGs and graph-

ical models, starting with some terminology based on the notation of Pearl (2009).

15.3.2 Terminology and notation
A graph  is a set V of vertices or nodes and a set E of edges. The nodes

typically represent random variables, while the edges, often as arrows, are links or

connections between the nodes. An edge between two variables indicates a certain

relationship between them. An example of a graph is given in Figure 15.1.

Figure 15.1 A graph with nodes L, U, A, and Y.
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